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Editor’s Note : During the last five years, the University has witnessed

substantial improvement in its research record in terms of both quality and quantity.

Apart from Direct Allocation funding by the University Grants Committee, the

University has received quite a number of quality research projects  funding from

the  Research Grants Council. The University has developed a number of  areas

of excellence, which have seen fruits of quality research.

Beginning with this issue, the Chronicle will give a brief account of the

research and publication work of various programmes and/or research centres.

The research  in the Arts Programmes will first be featured in this issue.





Literary Studies: A Means to Enriching Liberal Arts Education







The Birth of Two New Departments
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TLC Actively Promoting Quality Teaching and Learning







Lingnan Awarded Funds to Promote Quality Education
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Professor Laurence WONG: Strolling Along the Poet's Path
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Editor’s Note : Under a collaborative scheme of the HKSAR Government and
the Ministry of Education the eight UGC-funded institutions, starting from the 1999-
2000 academic year, recruit 150 high school graduates with excellent matriculation
examination results from the Chinese Mainland every year. After completion of the
first year of their undergraduate studies in a mainland university, they will pursue a
three-year tertiary education in Hong Kong.  The Hong Kong Jockey Club has granted
scholarships to these students on a yearly basis.

In the 1999-2000 academic year, seven of such students were assigned to the
University. Two mainland universities recruit students on Lingnan's behalf. They are
Zhongshan University and the South China University of Technology. The seven
mainland students have demonstrated outstanding academic achievements, ranking
among the best students in the University. At the request of the Editor, three students
from the South China University of Technology wrote about their feelings about their
first year study at Lingnan, which are published below.  The Chronicle will invite
other mainland students to share their learning experiences  in the forthcoming issues.

Voices of  Mainland Students  at  Lingnan



Bright Prospects for Lingnanians





 EMB and UGC Heads Visiting University



Secondary Principals and Employers Support Lingnan Mission



Workshop on 21st Century World Order and the Asian Pacific

Advisory Boards to Steer University’s Academic Developments



Obituary:In Memory of Professor HUANG Chi-to
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David HAWKES' The Story of the Stone: A Translator's Notebooks
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